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ABSTRACT 
The thermodynamic properties of air a t  equilibrium a r e  obtained 
using the principles of c lass ical  (Boltzmann) statist ical  mechanics, the 
l a w s  of m a s s  action and the values of the spectroscopic and molecular 
data available. 
The accuracy of the method is within a few per cent of the more  
rigorous methods of Chapman and Enskog 
molecular potentials and the utilization of a hard sphere gas model a r e  
the principle differences. It should be established that, although these 
s e e m  to be quite res t r ic t ive,  the data obtainable f rom the following method 
is accura te  to within only a few per cent and may be utilized to a great  
advantage in routines and procedures in connection with high speed digital 
i. e. , the neglect of inter - 
computational programs.  
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The thermodynamic properties of a i r  at equilibrium a r e  
obtained using the principles of classical  (Boltzmann) statist ical  
mechanics, the laws of m a s s  action and the values of the spectro- 
scopic and molecular data available. 
The accuracy of the method is within a few per cent of the 
m o r e  rigorous methods of Chapman and Enskog, i. e.,  the neglect 
of intermolecular potentials and the utilization of a hard sphere gas 
model a r e  the principle differences. 
Several  assumptions have been used of which the most  severe  
is the neglect of relaxation and other nonequilibrium effects. 
principle assumptions that were  utilized a r e  
The 
1 .  
2. 




Classical  mechanics a r e  valid; i. e. quantum effects 
a r e  neglected. 
No interparticle potentials exist. 
The gas  i s  of such a nature that a hard sphere model 
i s  a valid assumption. 
'Only oxygen and nitrogen and their  reactions a r e  
considered. 
Neglect the effect of nitr ic oxide (NO) since most  endeavors 
will be to analyze vehicles at high altitude where this 
reaction is negligible. 
Reactions a r e  assumed to progress  at  an infinitely fast ra te .  
1 
These assumptions are the principle ones that a r e  considered 
It should be established that, although these seem to be quite here .  
res t r ic t ive,  the data obtainable f rom the following method is accurate 
to  within only a few per cent and may be utilized to a great  advantage 
in  routines and procedures in connection with high speed digital 
computational programs.  
2 
here  is his theory. 
ANALYSIS 
Equational Development 
The equations are those of c lass ical  statist ical  mechanics 
and may be found in any text on this subject"). The pr imary 
development is taken from Hansen(2) and the basic theory presented 
The partition functions of a g a s  may be shown to be 
'i 
where 
Q - partition function , 
gi - degeneracy of the ith state, 
t i  - energy of the i th  s ta te ,  
k - Boltzmann's constant, 
T - temperature.  
Then i t  may be shown that 
where  all other energy states are neglected and the subscripts re fer  
t o  the translational, rotational, vibrational, and electronic molecular 
partition functions respectively. 
3 
It can be shown that for hard sphere gases 
t 
2 ~ r m k T  RT " = [  hZ ] p # 
> '  
hZ J (J t 1) 
Qr 8 1 6  I k T  
J =O 
8 r 2  I k T  
r hZ Qr 
hv - -  n h v  - -  




m -  
h -  
R -  
P -  
J -  
I -  
u -  
v -  
m a s s  of the par t ic le ,  
Planck's constant# 
gas constant, 
p re s su re ,  
rotational quantum number,  
polar moment of iner t ia ,  
symmetry number, 




Table One displays the pertinent values of the molecular and 
spectroscopic constants of oxygen and nitrogen. 
Performing the logarithms of both s ides  of Equation 2 through 6, 
expanding and substituting in the numerical values where applicable 
yields 
3390 
I n  QN, = - 7 I n  T - 0.42 - I n  (1 - e -7) - I n  p 2 J 
11390 -- 2270 
I n  Qo, = t ~ n ~ t 0 . 1 1 - 1 n ( l - e - T ) t P n ( 3 + 2 e  T t 
18990 
(7) 
27700 41 500 -- 
P n Q N = ? I n T t  2 0 .3Ot  P n ( 4 +  1 0 e  t 6 e  - T ) - i n p ,  (9) 
22800 48 60 0 -- -- 526 -- 228 -- 
InQO=:Pn T +  0.5Ot I n  ( 5 t  3 e  T t e T t 5 e  T + e  
22000 47000 -- 188.9 --- 70.6 -- 
I n Q N t  = ; I n T t  0 .30 t  i n  1t 3 e  T t 5 e  T t 5 e  T + e  T t  
67 900 
38600 58200 -- -- 
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+ z + z 0 I Q) 0 
6 
I L 
(1 3) I n  Q,- - I n  T - 14.24 - I n  p 'Z 
where T is in ,degrees  Kelvin absolute and p is in atmospheres. 
internal energy and enthalpy a r e  defined a s  
The 
E - Eo d I n  Qc - 
RT - T a I n Q . ]  a T  P = T  d T  # 











cp = "3 
a T  P 
- P Q  
QC - RT 
Qp = p Q  
- -  3 +  




[-I = [ E -  Eo] + 1 
RT t + e  RT t t e  
and the specific heats may be written a s  





This provides the energy, enthalpy, and specific heats which a r e  due 
to  the translational and electronic energy for atoms o r  molecules. The 
contributions of rotational and vibrational energy must  be included for 
the molecular particles.  These a r e  
and should be added to Equations 20, 21, 22  and 23 respectively for  
the diatomic molecules of oxygen and nitrogen. 
a 
The entropy of the pure gas may be represented a s  (at unit 
p r e s  sure)  
o r  
The entropy at constant density as well as the energy, enthalpy and 
specific heats may be calculated in the same manner with appropriate 
change of the partition function and the constants. 
The equilibrium constants for the reaction 
ai Ai bj Bj c c  
where 
Ai indicates the reactant,  
ai indicates the stoichiometric constant of the reactant, 
Bi indicates the products, 
bi indicates the stoichiometric constant of the product, 




is  the zero point energy of the products l e s s  the reactants both re fer red  
to  their  standard s ta tes .  
Using the values in Table One and expanding Equation 30 yields 
i n  Kp (N, -2N) = - 113200 t 2 I n  Q, (N) - I n Q p  (N2) I (3 3) T 
The concentration equilibrium constant is defined by 
I 
and 
The equation of state may be defined 
E,- Z RT 
P MO 
where 
a s  
Mo - molecular weight of the undissociated a i r ,  
Z - compressibility . 
The reactions of importance are 
Nz + 2N 
0 2  -* 2 0  
(3 9) 
0-O+ t e -  3 (42) 
If €1 is the fraction of molecules which dissociate into oxygen atoms, 
E Z  is the fraction of molecules which dissociate into nitrogen atoms, 
and 
is 
the fraction of atoms which a re  ionized, then the compressibility 
z = 1  t E l  t E 2  t 2 E 3  (43) 
The partial  p ressures  fo r  the three components a r e  
The equilibrium constant for the oxygen dissociation reaction is 
Solving for , 
4 p  - 0 . 8  t J 0.64 t 0 . 8  (1 t 
4 p  
) 2 (1 t Kp(o, + 2 0 )  
The negative value of the square root is of no interest .  Une point of 
trouble is where K 
ever ,  ~1 reaches a l imit  of zero  at this point, i. e .  there  is no 
goes to ze ro  at low temperatures;  how- 
P(02 4 2 0 )  
dissociation at low temperature .  At intermediate temperatures ,  E 1 
reaches a limit of 0 .  2 a s  K 
exists complete dissociation of oxygen molecules into oxygen atoms.. 
goes to infinity, i. e., there  Po, + 2 0  
Here nitrogen dissociation begins and we have 
12  
The equilibrium constant for the nitrogen dissociation is 
Solving for E~ , 
- 0 . 4  t 0.16 t 3 .84  (1 + J 
Here  again there  are two important limits, i. e. 
Kp(Nz -c 2N) 
zero .  
approaches 0 . 8  as 
is 
P(N2 + 2N) 
approaches infinity and E~ is zero  where K 
Again the negative square root i s  of no importance. 
The las t  reactions to  consider have par t ia l  p re s su res  as follows 
P '  P (N') = x (Nt) p = cEJ €3 
(53) 
(55) 
1 3  
E3 
p (e-) = x (e-) p = 1 + E3 ' J  
and the equilibrium constant is 




1 t  
Kp (ionize ) 
where the negative square root is unimportant and 
t 0.8K (59) 
P(N + N +  t e-)  K Pionize = 0 . 2  K P(o+ O+ t e- )  
i s  Here again the l imits a r e  imposed, i. e., 
z e ro  and is one where K i s  infinity. 
The  mol fractions a r e  found by 
i s  ze ro  where K 
Pionize 
P (ionize) 
2 E Z  - 1 . 6  €3 
2 
J x (N) = 
14 
2 €1 - 0 . 4  €3 
Z x (0) = J 
The energy, enthalpy, entropy, speed of sound, and the 
specific heats may be found for the equilibrium mixture. 
energy is just  the sum of the components or  
The 
and the enthalpy 
- = -  E t 1  H 
RT RT 
The entropy i s  found by 









- 1.6-  a “3 
P P 
2 a EZ 
a T  
where 
2 1 
- t  
a T  J, 
E2 0. 2 - €1 
d 
- (PnKc d T  (ionize) 
1 t -  
2 - P 
(7 5) 
(7 7) 
E3 . 1 - E3 
where 
The corresponding specific heat at constant pressure  is 
where 
and s imilar ly  for 0 2 ,  0, N, (Nt t Ot ) and e -  noting that a p is 
used instead of a p in Equations 70 through 74. 




1 2 l t  
a 
E 1  (1 t €1) (0. 2 - €1) 
a i 
d 
dT P (ionize) 




The specific heat ratio, y,  is just  
The corrected g a s  constant (contains molecular weight change effects) 
is just  
The speed of sound may be found by 
"1 




This completes the development of the equations used in the 
computer subroutine "PARFN" which is based on classical  statist ical  
mechanics.  
Estimation of E r r o r  
The solutions obtained by this method have been compared with 
(3) those obtained by the m o r e  exact method of Hilsenrath and Beckett 
The percentage deviation of certain properties has  been shown in 
Figures  1, 2 ,  3 ,  and 4. These figures show that the data is  good at 
low density (within 270) while at higher densities the data goes to a 
. 
maximum e r r o r  of about 670. 
Note that the use of the term Amagat is convenient here  since 
one Amagat is the density at standard temperature  and pressure .  
Since pr imari ly  the utilization of this program will be in the 
analysis of re-entry bodies at high altitudes, the per  cent e r r o r  in 
the thermodynamic properties should be l e s s  than two per cent. 
this program should provide a very successful means of solving 
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CON 'CL US IO NS 
The use of c lass ical  Boltzmann statist ical  mechanics provides 
an adequate thermodynamic approximation to the equilibrium properties 
of atmospheric air at  low densities, i. e., high altitudes. 
ment of the FORTRAN digital computer subroutine has allowed versati l i ty 
in the utilization of high speed computational techniques for various 
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L I S T  OF FORTRAN PROGRAM 
I SUBROUTINE PARFN 
SUBROUTINE PARFN X T T t P e G A M M A t Z I R C t A S N D e Z H e Z S ~  
X # T T  
c CALCULATION OF ENTROPYtENTHLPYeSOUNO S P E E D ~ C P ~ C V ~ G A M M A I E Q U I L I ~ R I U M  
c 
c CONSTANTStPARTIFION FUNCTIONSsMOL FRACTIONSIELECTRON COCENTRATIONS 
c AND SEVERAL OTHER PARAMETERS FOR A I R  I N  THERMAL E Q U I L I 6 R I U H  G I V E N  
c TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE OF THE STREAM 
EC HRGY 4 80 2 86 E- 1 0 
0K9 1o384056E-16 
RUYoO82054 
X X X  YRU*288 
A V N 0 # 6 * 0 2 5 E 2 3  
4002 VLN # LOGFtTn 
PUN # hOGF%PU 
RTYRU*T 
GRT # P I R T  
RUN #LOCFXCRTQ 
Q N2 # ~ o ~ * ~ O G F % T ~ - ~ O ~ ~ - L O G F % ~ ~ - E X P F ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  -LOGF%Pa 
00 02 # 3.5, T L N  &0.11-LOGF%lo-EXPF%-2270./Tun C LOGF%3.&2.*EXPF 
b % - l 1 3 9 0 . / T a  t E X P F % - 1 8 9 9 0 . / T n u  - PLN 
26 
L I S T  OF FORTRAN PROGRAM 
SUBROUTINE PARFN 
00 01 # 2-51, TLN E O o 5 C  LOGF85oE3o.EXPFX-226. /Ta&EXPF%-326o/Ta& 
15. *EXPF%-22800. /TnCEXPF%-48600. /Tnn-PLN 
OQ N 1  # 2o5*TLN C0.3 C L O G F X 4 o E 1 O o ~ E X P F % - 2 7 7 O O o / T ~  E 6o*EXPFI-415 
100./TarJ PLN 
OQ OF # 2o5*TLN & O m 5  CCOGFX4.C 10m*EXPF%-38600./TU E 60. EXPF%- 
158200./Tna - PLN 
00 NP # 2-5*TLN EO. 3 E LOGF%l & 3  *EXPF%-TOo 6 /To&5o  *EXPF%-188o 
1 9 / T a  E 5.*EXPF%-22000m/Tn EEXPF%-47000./Ta E 5.*EXPF%-6790Oo/Tnn - 
2PLN 
09 E # 2.5 TLN .. 1 4 0 2 4  - PLN 
OC N2 #RLN E Q N2 
OC 02 #RLN E 0 02 
QC 01 #RLN E 0 01 
OC N 1  #RLN E O N 1  
QC NP l R L N  E 0 NP 
OC OP RRLN E 0 OP 
OC E #RLN E Q  E 
QP N2 #PLN E 0 N2 
OP 02 l P L N  E 0 0 2  
OP 01 #PLN E 0 01 
27 
L I S T  OF FORTRAN PROGRAM 
SUBROUTINE PARFN 
Q P  OP #PUN E Q OP 
QP N 1  #PLN C 0 N 1  
9P NP #PLN E Q NP 
QPE #PLN E 0 E 
NOTE- G A S  INPUT NUMBERS 
1-N2s 2-02r  3-0 p 4-N 9 5-NE 6-OE 7-E- 
A l n l . 5  
R 1 3 3 9 0 . / 2 o / T  
B L # E X P F % R a  
B 2 # E X P F $ R * % - b o a 0  
S I N H # 0 . 5 + % B l - B 2 O  
G V 1 # 2 . 5 & $ 1 6 9 5 . / r / S I N H ~ * * 2  
A 7  # 1.5 
CVT # 1.5 
A #  2. *E XPF %- 1 1390. / T 
CV2 # % 1 1 3 9 0 . / 1 ~ * * 2  A 
28 
~ ~~~~ 
L I S T  OF FORTRAN PROGRAM 
SUBROUTINE PARFN 
A 2 1  1 1 3 9 0 o / T  * 20* E X P F % - 1 1 3 9 0 - / T ~  
A2P I A2 T / 1 1 3 9 0 .  & 3. 
A#EXPF%-28990o / l "a  
A2P#A2P & A 
GV.2 # t 1 8 9 9 0 o / T O * * 2  A & C V 2  
A 2  # A2 & 18990.. EXPF % - 1 8 9 9 0 o / T a / T  
CV3#  % 2 2 7 0 . / 2 . / T a  
BBh#EXPFICV3o 
BB2#EXPF%CV3*%-l .aa 
S I N H I O .  5*%BBl-BB2a 
CV2#2.5&CV2/A2P-XA2/A2Pn**2C%CV3/SINHo.+2 
A 2  # 1.5 & A2/A2P 
A # f X P F X - Z 2 8 o / T n  30 
CV3#%&228 . /Ta*+2*A 
A3 # 2 2 8 0 / T * A  
A3P #A&5e  
A # EXPF %-326 , /Tn  
C V 3 # C V 3 & t 3 2 6 o / T a * * 2 * A  
A 3  # A 3  & 3 2 6 o / T  A 
A3P I A3P & A 
29 
LIST OF FORTRAN PROGRAM 
SUBROUTINE PARFN 
A # E X P F t - 2 2 8 0 O 0 / T ~  + 5, 
C V 3 # C V 3 & % 2 2 8 0 0 . / T ~ * * 2 * A  
A3 I A3 & 22800,/T *A 
A3P # A3P E A 
A # EXPF%-48600. /TR 
C V 3 # C V 3 & % 4 8 6 0 0 o / T ~ * * 2 * A  
A3 # A3 6 4 8 6 0 0 , / T  + A 
A3P # A3P E A 
CV3#1.5CCV3/A3P-%A3/A3PU*+Z 
A3 # 1.5 E A3/A3P 
A I loo /  E X P F % 2 7 7 0 0 o / T O  
C V 4 # % 2 7 7 0 0 o /  Tn++2 A 
A 4  # 2 7 7 0 0 *  / T + A  
A4P #A&4. 
A # 6 , / E X P F % 4 1 5 0 0 , / T n  
cv4 # ~41500./~n*+2 + A c cv4 
A4 # A4 & 4 1 5 0 0 . / T  + A 
A4P # A4P C A 
CV.4 I 105 C CV4/A4P - $A4/A4PD++2  
A4 # 1.5 C A4/A4P 
30 
L I S T  OF FORTRAN PROGRAM 
SUBROUTINE PARFN 
A # 3./EXPF%70.6/Tn 
c V 5  # $7O06/Ta**2 A 
A5#70- 6 / T * A  
A5P#A&l0 
A # 5 - *  EXPF%-18809/TD 
C V 5  # C V 5  C $188-9/TU**2 * A 
A 5  # A 5  & 18BO9/T @ A  
A5P 1 A5P & A  
A # 5o+EXPF%-22000o /To 
CVS # C V 5  & %22000o/TR**2 A 
A 5  # A 5  & 22000./ T * A 
ASP # ASP & A 
A # EXPF%-47000./ Ta 
t V . S # C V S  & %4700O./Tn**2* A 
A 5  # A5 & 47000,/T * A  
A5P # A5P & A 
A # E X P F % - 6 7 9 0 O 0 / T ~ * 5 ,  
C V 5  # C V 5  & %%67900,a/To**2+A 
A5 # 67900o/T * A & AS 
ASP # ASP &A 
31 
L I S T  OF FORTRAN PROGRAM 
SUBROUTXNE PARFN 
C V 5  # 1.5 & CV5/A5P - %A5/A5PtJ*+2 
A5 # 1 - 5  & A5/A5P 
A # EXPFX-38600 . /To  10. 
C V 6  # %3860O./To**2 A 
A'6 # 3 8 6 0 0 o  / T * A  
A6P#A&4.  
A # EXPF%-58200 . /Ta  6. 
C V 6  # X58200./Ta**2 A & C V 6  
Ab # A 6  & 5 8 2 0 0 . / T  A 
A6P AI A6P E A 
C V 6 # 1 . 5 C C V 6 / A 6 P - % A 6 / A 6 P O * * 2  
A 6  # 1.5 & A6/A6P 
A 1 # 2 * 5 & 3 3 9 0 o / T / % E X P F % 3 3 9 0 o / T t J - l o O  
A 2 # A 2 & 1 ~ & 2 2 7 0 ~ / T / % E X P F 1 2 2 7 0 , / T n - l ~ O  
ti1 # A1 & l o  
ti2 # A2 & l o  
ti3 rY A 3 C l -  
ti4 # A4610 
ti5 P A5&1o 
H6 # AbCl-  
3 2  
L I S T  OF FORTRAN PROGRAM 
SUBROUTINE PARFN 
Ha # A 7 C 1 o  
CPL # cv1  & L o  
CP2 # c v 2  e10 
C P 3  # cv3 & l o  
C P 4  # cv4 e10 
CPS 19 CVS EL. 
C P 6  # C V 6  E l -  
CP7 # cv7 & l o  
SI U QPN2 & H 1  
S2 # QP02 & H2 
53 W Q P O l  C H3 
5 4  # Q P N l  & H 4  
5 5  # QPNP & H5 
S 6  # QPOP & H6 
S P  # QPE & #7  
A K P l # - 5 9 0 0 0 . / T  & 2 0 *  QPOl-QPO2 
AK P 2 IC- 1 P 3 2 0 0 / T & 2 0 P N 1-QP N 2 
AKP3#0o2*%-158OOOo/T& QPOP C OPE - Q P O l m  
AKP3#AKP3 C 0-8 *%-168800o/T & QPNP & QPE - Q P N l a  
C#LOGF%RTU 
33 
L I S T  OF F O R T R A N  PROGRAM 
SUBROUTINE P A R F N  
A K C l % A K P l - C  
A K C 2 I A K P 2 - C  
A K C 3 I A K P 3 - C  
T D K C l  I 59000- /T  & 2 o * A 3 - A 2  
T D K C 2  # 1 1 3 2 O O o / T  & 2 o * A 4  - A l  
TDKC3 # 0 0 2 + % 1 5 8 O O O ~  / T  & A 7 C A 6 - A 3 o  
T D K C 3  # I D K C 3  & O o 8 * % 1 6 8 8 0 0 . / T  & A 7  & A 5 - A 4 n  
T D K P l  # T D K C l  & 10 
T D K P Z  # T D K C 2  & 1. 
T D K P 3  # T D K C 3  & 1- 
I F % A K P l O 5 0 p 6 0 , 5 0  
5 0  AK # A B S F X A K P l D  
AKR # A K P l  / AK 
~ F % A K - 8 5 ~ o 6 0 , 7 0 , 7 0  
7 0  I F X A K R n 7 1 ~ 7 1 r 7 2  
7 1  E P l # O o  
DEP 1 P u 0 -  
D E P  1 R W 0 -  
GO T O  40 
72 EPl rY .2  
34 
t 
LIST  OF FORTRAN PROGRAH 
SUBROUTINE PARFN 
40 
5 1  







DEP 1 P # 00 
DEP 1 R # 0 -  
IF%AKP2O51,61951 
AK # ABSF%AKP2D 
AKR # AKP2 1 AK 
I FIAK-850 n61e 749 74  
IFXAKRU75r75976 
EP2#00 
QEP 2 P # 00 
DEP 2 R # 0 -  
GO TO 41 
E f 2 # 0 8  
DEP 2 P # 00 
OEP 2 R Y 00 
L F % A K P 3 1 ~ 5 2 ~ 6 2 ~ 5 2  
A# # ABSF%AKP30 
AKR P AKP3 / AK 
I F  %AK-8 5,042 9 90990 
IF%AKRn91,9 I r  92 
EP3100 
35 
L I S T  OF FORTRAN PROGRAM 
SUBROUTINE PARFN 
OEP 3 P # 0.  
OEP 3 R # 00 
GO T O  42 
92  EP3#1. 
DEP 3 P fl 00 
OEP 3 R # 0 -  
GO TO 42 
60 A#4.*P/EXPF%AKPla 
E P l  YX- 0.8 & S Q R T F % 0 0 6 4 & 0 0 8 + % l . &  Anon / 2 . / % l o & A R  
LF%E P 1-0 2 077 t 7 2 9 77 
77 D E P l P # T O K P 1 / T / % 2 o  / E P L - l o  /%1 & E P l o &  1. /%O- Z - E P l n n  
D E P l R  # T D K C l / V /  % 2 . / E P l  & 1 . / % 0 = 2 - E P l n n  
GO TO 4 0  
61 A#4o+P/EXPF%AKP20 
E f 2  # X-0.4 & S Q R T F % O 0 l 6  & 3.84 + % 1 0 & A n n o / 2 . / % 1 0 & A n  
I F I E P 2 - 0 o 8 n 8 8 ~ 7 6 r 8 8  
88 DEPZP R TDKP2/T /%2o/EP2-1 , /%1 .2CEP2R & lo /%O.B-EPZan 
DEPZR I T O K C 2 / T / % 2 , / E P 2 &  l o / $ O o 8 - E P 2 O o  
GO TO 4 1  
62 € P ~ # ~ . / O S ~ R T F % L ~ & P / E X P F % A K P ~ ~ O O  
36 
L I S T  OF FORTRAN PROGRAM I 
SUBROUTINE PARFN 
I F $EP 3- 1 O D 9 9  9 92 9 99 
99 DEP3P # TDKP3/ T /%2,  /EP3- 1- / %  1 &EP3n& 1 / %  1 -E P 3 n n  
DEP3R # TDKC3/T/%Z0 / E P 3 & l . / % l o - E P 3 n n  
42 Z # 1- & E P 1  &EP2 & 2 o * E P 3  
ZCRT#CRT/Z/XXX 
X02 # % O - 2  - E P l n / Z  
X N 2  # X0.8 - E P 2 n l Z  
XOb # % 2 o * E P 1  - 0 0 4 * E P 3 o / Z  
X N 1  # %2.+EP2 - l o 6 * E P 3 n / Z  
X P I  # 20 * EP3/Z  
x E # X P I  
X N I # O o 8 * X P I  
x o I # o o 2 * x P ~  
OE # X N 2 ~ A l & X 0 2 + A 2 & X 0 1 * % A 3 & 2 9 5 O O o / T ~ & X N l * % A 4 & 5 6 6 O O ~ / T ~  
1 & X O I * % 1 8 7 5 0 0 . / T & A 6 ~ & X N I * % 2 2 5 4 O O . / T E A 5 n C X E * A 7  
2 6  # Z+E 
ZH # ZE& 2 
S W X N 2 * S 1 & X 0 2 + S 2 & X 0 1 * S 3 & X N l * S 4 & X E * % O o 2 * S 6 & O m 8 * S 5  & S l D  
I F % X N 2 0 P 9 1 . 2  
1 T l W O O  
37 
L I S T  OF FORTRAN PROGRAM 
SUBROUTINE PARFN 




GO TO 11 
4 J2#XOZ*LOGF$XO2a 
111 IFZXMlOSrS~6 
5 T 3 # 0 -  
GO TO 12 
4 T3#XN1*LOGF%XNla 
12 IFIXOlO7q798 
7 T4#0.  




GO T O  15  
14 TS##XE*hOGF%X€a~Z. 
15 XLNdTICT2CT3CT4CTS 
2's I 2 %S - XLN - PLNa 
38 
L I S T  O f  FORTRAN PROGRAM 
SUBROUTINE PARFN 
CZE # XNZ*CVl&XO2*CV2&XNl*CV4 C X O ~ * C V ~ & X E * % O . ~ * C V ~ & O . ~ * C V ~ & C V ~ ~ I  
ODZE I)-DEPLR*A2-DEP2R*AL&%2.*DEPlR-O.4*DEP3R~*%A3&295OO./Tn&%2.*DEP 
b2R-1.6*DEP3Rn*%A4& 56600,/TnC2,*DEP3R*%0,2*%A6&1870000/Tn&0.8*%A5& 
2 2 2 5 4 0 O O / T n  & A l a  
ZCV # Z*CZE & T *  DZE 
CZE # CZE & 1 0 
ODZE #-DEPLP*A2-DEP2P*Al&%2.*DEPlP -Oo4*DEP3Pn*%A3&29500~/Tn&%2,*DE 
PP2P- lo6*DEP3Pn*%A4& 566000/T~&2.*DEP3P*X0.2*%A6&187500~/Tn&0.8*%A5 
2 & 2 2 5 4 0 0 o / T ~ & A 7 n  
ODZE # DZE E %2.+DEPlP-.4*DEP3Pn-DEPlP-DEP2P&%2.*DEP2P-Lo6*DEP3Pn& 
14.*DEP>,P 
ZCP # T *  DZE E Z* CZE 
RC # %ZCP - ZCVO/ Z 
G A M M A  L ZCP/ZCV 
C ASND # A*+2*CRT/P 
OASND # GAMMA+%%lo& T/Z*%DEPlR & D E P 2 R & D E P 3 R o ~ / % l . & T / Z * % D E f ' l P & D E P 2 P &  
1 D E P 3 P n n n  
R E T U R N  
E N D  
39 
